Introduction

Overview
Let X = {X(h) : h ∈ H} be an isonormal Gaussian process over some real separable Hilbert space H (see Section 1.2 and Section 2 for relevant definitions), and let F n = (F 1,n , ...., F d,n ), n 1, be a sequence of random vectors such that, for every j = 1, ..., d, the random variable F j,n belongs the q j th Wiener chaos of X (the order q j 1 of the chaos being independent of n). The following result, proved by Nourdin and Rosiński in [9, Corollary 3.6] , provides a useful criterion for the asymptotic independence of the components of F n . Theorem 1.1 (See [9] ) Assume that, as n → ∞ and for every i = j, Let H be a real separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. For any integer q 1, let H ⊗q be the qth tensor product of H. Also, we denote by H ⊙q the qth symmetric tensor product. From now on, the symbol X = {X(h) : h ∈ H} will indicate an isonormal Gaussian process on H, defined on some probability space (Ω, F , P ). In particular, X is a centered Gaussian family with covariance given by E[X(h)X(g)] = h, g H . We will also assume that F is generated by X.
Cov(F
For every integer q 1, we let H q be the qth Wiener chaos of X, that is, H q is the closed linear subspace of L 2 (Ω) generated by the class {H q (X(h)) : h ∈ H, h H = 1}, where H q is the qth Hermite polynomial defined by
We denote by H 0 the space of constant random variables. For any q 1, the mapping I q (h ⊗q ) = q!H q (X(h)) can be extended a linear isometry between H ⊙q (equipped with the modified norm √ q! · H ⊗q ) and H q (equipped with the L 2 (Ω) norm). For q = 0, by convention H 0 = R, and I 0 is the identity map.
It is well-known (Wiener chaos expansion) that L 2 (Ω) can be decomposed into the infinite orthogonal sum of the spaces H q , that is: any square-integrable random variable F ∈ L 2 (Ω) admits the following chaotic expansion:
where f 0 = E[F ], and the f q ∈ H ⊙q , q 1, are uniquely determined by F . For every q 0, we denote by J q the orthogonal projection operator on the qth Wiener chaos. In particular, if F ∈ L 2 (Ω) is as in (1.2), then J q F = I q (f q ) for every q 0.
Main results
The main achievement of the present paper is the explicit estimate (1.3), appearing in the forthcoming Theorem 1.2. Note that, in order to obtain more readable formulae, we only consider multiple integrals with unit variance: one can deduce bounds in the general case by a standard rescaling procedure.
Remark on notation. Fix integers m, q 1. Given a smooth function ϕ : R m → R, we shall use the notation
where the sum runs over all p = 1, ..., m, all {i 1 , ..., i p } ⊂ {1, ..., m}, and all multi indices 
When applied to sequences of multiple stochastic integrals, Theorem 1.2 allows one to deduce the following strong generalization of [9, Theorem 3.4] .
j,n ] = 1 for all 1 j d and n 1. Then, the following three conditions are equivalent, as n → ∞:
(3) The random variables F 1,n , ..., F d,n are asymptotically independent, that is, for every collection of smooth bounded test functions ψ 1 , ...,
We can now state the announced extension of Theorem 1.1 (see Section 1), in which the determinacy condition for the limit random variables U j has been eventually removed.
random variables such that F j,n law → U j as n → ∞ for every 1 j d. Assume that either Condition (1) or Condition (2) of Theorem 1.3 holds. Then, as n → ∞,
By considering linear combinations, one can also prove the following straightforward generalisations of Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.4 (which are potentially useful for applications), where each component of the vector F n is replaced by a multidimensional object. The simple proofs are left to the reader. 
Finally, for every n 1, write F n to indicate the M-dimensional vector (F 1,n , ..., F d,n ). Then, the following three conditions are equivalent, as n → ∞:
(3) The random vectors F 1,n , ..., F d,n are asymptotically independent, that is: for every collection of smooth bounded test functions
Let the notation and assumptions of Proposition 1.5 prevail, and assume that either Condition (1) or Condition (2) therein is satisfied. Consider a collection (U 1 , ..., U d ) of independent random vectors such that, for j = 1, ..., d, U j has dimension m j . Then, if F j,n converges in distribution to U j , as n → ∞, one has also that
The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 2 contains some further preliminaries related to Gaussian analysis and Malliavin calculus. The proofs of our main results are gathered in Section 3.
Further notation and results from Malliavin calculus
and r ∈ {0, . . . , p ∧ q}, the rth contraction of f and g is the element of H
Notice that f ⊗ r g is not necessarily symmetric. We denote its symmetrization by f ⊗ r g ∈ H ⊙(p+q−2r)
. Moreover, f ⊗ 0 g = f ⊗ g equals the tensor product of f and g while, for p = q, , I q (f ) coincides with the multiple Wiener-Itô integral of order q of f with respect to X and (2.4) can be written as
We will now introduce some basic elements of the Malliavin calculus with respect to the isonormal Gaussian process X (see again [7, 10] for any unexplained notion or result). Let S be the set of all smooth and cylindrical random variables of the form
where n 1, g : R n → R is a infinitely differentiable function with compact support, and φ i ∈ H. The Malliavin derivative of F with respect to X is the element of L 2 (Ω, H) defined as
By iteration, one can define the qth derivative D q F for every q 2, which is an element of L 2 (Ω, H ⊙q ). For q 1 and p 1, D q,p denotes the closure of S with respect to the norm · D q,p , defined by the relation
The Malliavin derivative D verifies the following chain rule. If ϕ : R n → R is continuously differentiable with bounded partial derivatives and if
Note also that a random variable F as in (1.2) is in D 
We denote by δ the adjoint of the operator D, also called the divergence operator. A random element u ∈ L 2 (Ω, H) belongs to the domain of δ, noted Dom δ, if and only if it verifies
, where c u is a constant depending only on u. If u ∈ Dom δ, then the random variable δ(u) is defined by the duality relationship (customarily called 'integration by parts formula'): 
for any element u in the domain of δ q and any random variable F ∈ D q,2
. Moreover, δ q (h) = I q (h) for any h ∈ H ⊙q . The following property, corresponding to [6, Lemma 2.1], will be used in the paper. Let q 1 be an integer, suppose that F ∈ D q,2
, and let u be a symmetric element in Dom δ 
, for any p > 1 and any integers k ≥ q ≥ 1, and one has the estimate
for all u ∈ D k,p (H ⊗q ), and some constant c k,p > 0. These inequalities are direct consequences of the so-called Meyer inequalities (see [10, Proposition 1.5.7] ). In particular, these estimates imply that
The operator L is defined on the Wiener chaos expansion as
and is called the infinitesimal generator of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck semigroup. The domain of this operator in L 2 (Ω) is the set
There is an important relationship between the operators D, δ and L. A random variable F belongs to the domain of L if and only if F ∈ Dom (δD) (i.e. F ∈ D 1,2
and DF ∈ Dom δ), and in this case δDF = −LF.
(2.12)
We also define the operator L −1
, which is the pseudo-inverse of L, as follows: for every F ∈ L 2 (Ω) with zero mean, we set
is an operator with values in D 2, 2 and that
3 Proofs of the results stated in Section 1.3
Proof of Theorem 1.2
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is based on a recursive application of the following quantitative result, whose proof has been inspired by the pioneering work of Üstünel and Zakai on the characterization of the independence on Wiener chaos (see [15] ).
Proposition 3.1 Let m 1 and p 1 , ..., p m , q be integers such that p j q for every j = 1, ..., m. There exists a constant c, uniquely depending on m and p 1 , ..., p m , q, such that one has the bound
, and for every pair of smooth test functions ϕ : R m → R and ψ : R → R.
Proof. Throughout the proof, the symbol c will denote a positive finite constant uniquely depending on m and p 1 , ..., p m , q, whose value may change from line to line. Using the chain rule (2.6) together with the relation −DL −1 = (I − L) −1 D (see, e.g., [12] ), one has
from which one deduces that
We shall now fix j = 1, ..., m, and consider separately every addend appearing in the previous sum. As it is standard, without loss of generality, we can assume that the underlying Hilbert space H is of the form L 2 (A, A, µ), where µ is a σ-finite measure without atoms. It follows that
(3.13)
Now we apply the formula (2.10) to u = g(·, θ) and
as well (see, e.g., [12] ),
Now, substituting (3.14) into (3.13) yields
where s r+1 = (s 1 , . . . , s r+1 ). We have, by the Leibniz rule,
Fix 0 ≤ r ≤ q − 1 and 0 ≤ α ≤ r. It suffices to estimate the following expectation
Note that, in the previous formula, the symbol '·' inside the argument of the kernel g represents variables that are integrated with respect to the multiple Skorohod integral δ q−1−r , whereas the '·' inside the argument of f j stands for variables that are integrated with respect to the multiple Wiener-Itô integral I p j −r+α−1 . By Meyer's inequalities (2.11), we can estimate the expectation (3.15), up to a universal constant, by the sum over 0 β q−r−1 of the quantities
Thanks to the Leibniz formula, the last bound implies that we need to estimate, for any 0 ≤ η ≤ β ≤ q − r − 1, the following quantity
We can rewrite this quantity as
Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality yields that such a quantity is bounded by Set γ = α + η. Applying the generalized Faá di Bruno's formula (see, e.g., [3] ) we deduce that
where p * = min{p 1 , ..., p m }, and the sum runs over all nonnegative integer solutions of the system of γ + 1 equations
and we have moreover set p j = q 1j +· · ·+q γj , j = 1, ..., r, and k = p 1 +· · ·+p m = k 1 +· · ·+k γ . This expression yields immediately that
and using the facts that all D k,p norms (k, p 1) are equivalent on a fixed Wiener chaos and that the elements of the vector F have unit variance by assumption, we infer that
On the other hand, using hypercontractivity one has that
so that the conclusion is achieved (after some routine computations) by applying Proposition 3.1 (in the case m = j − 1, p i = q i , i = 1, ..., j − 1, and q = q j ) to each summand on the right-hand side of the previous estimate.
Proof of Theorem 1.3
The equivalence between (1) and (2) were bounded. To overcome this slight difficulty, it suffices to combine the hypercontractivity property of chaotic random variables (from which it follows that our sequence (F n ) is bounded in L p (Ω) for any p 1) with a standard approximation argument. Finally, the implication (1) ⇒ (3) is a direct consequence of (1.3).
Proof of Theorem 1.4
Assume that there exists a subsequence of {F n } converging in distribution to some limit (V 1 , . . . , V d ). For any collection of smooth test functions ψ 1 , ..., ψ d : R → R, one can then write
(3.16) Indeed, the first equality in (3.16) is a direct consequence of Theorem 1.3, the second one follows from the fact that V j law = U j for any j by assumption, and the last one follows from the independence of the U j . Thus, we deduce from (3.16) that (U 1 , . . . , U d ) is the only possible limit in law for any converging subsequence extracted from {F n }. Since the sequence {F n } is tight (indeed, it is bounded in L 2 (Ω)), one deduces that F n law → (U 1 , . . . , U d ), which completes the proof of Theorem 1.4.
